Listening freedom comes easier with the On-Q Digital Audio System, delivering streaming source variety, quality audio, and the convenience of app control, all through a structured wiring platform.

Distributing audio from four sources to up to sixteen zones, the modular and scalable Digital Audio System fits neatly into a standard On-Q enclosure for a simple and straightforward install, while providing unprecedented source variety through access to streaming services, Internet Radio, networked content, audio stored on mobile devices, as well as analog components. Utilizing the amplified keypads in each zone - available in 20-watt and 60-watt versions - users can take control at the wall, or by using the intuitive Apple or Android apps for tablets and smartphones.

And when integrating with the On-Q Intuity automation system, the Digital Audio System is also accessible through the single interface of the in-wall Intuity Command Center and Intuity mobile app, for unified control of all a home’s technologies.

Easy to install, easy to repeat, the feature-rich On-Q Digital Audio System is the ideal audio solution for production homes.

The On-Q Digital Audio System integration with Alarm.com allows customers to connect Digital Audio to their Alarm.com system, adding music and audio control to their Scenes.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Digital Audio Distribution Module (AU7000)
- Distributes audio from four sources to four zones
- Convenient double bay design

Digital Audio Digital Input Module (AU7001)
- Includes built-in streaming and online service access: Spotify, Pandora, Napster, SiriusXM, iHeart Radio, and TuneIn*
- Accesses networked content
  * Streaming services subject to geographic availability. Service subscriptions may be required.

Digital Audio Expansion Module (AU7004)
- Expands a system to four additional zones
- Allows up to three expansion modules for sixteen total zones

Digital Audio Power Distribution Module (PW1020)
- Provides power to up to four digital audio keypads with use of PW1060 Power Supply
- Built-in overload protection

Digital Audio Amplified Keypad (AU7010)
- Gives 20 Watts of Class D power per zone
- Controls source selection, volume adjustment, & more
- Single gang, backlit keypad

Digital Audio High Performance Amplified Keypad (AU7050)
- Gives 60 Watts of Class D power per zone
- Controls source selection, volume adjustment, & more
- Single gang, backlit keypad

Digital Audio Global Source Input (AU7007)
- Enables use of analog sources globally through the system

Digital Audio Local Source Input (AU7008)
- Enables use of analog sources locally within a zone

Digital Audio Bluetooth Receiver (AU7100)
- Wirelessly connect any Bluetooth enabled device